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GENERAL NEWS
Sir Michael Atiyah (CFF 1955-56). In October 2008 he ended
his three year term as President of theRoyal Society of Edinburgh.
(He is only the second person to have been President of both Royal
Societies (London and Edinburgh) - the other being Lord Kelvin.)
Highpoint : erecting a new statue of James Clerk Maxwell in
George Street Edinburgh, main axis of the New Town. He has
received honorary degrees from Harvard (2006), Scuola
Normale, Pisa (2007),Technical University of Catalonia (2008),
and the President's Medal of the Institute of Physics. In 2007 he
published Siamo tutti matematici and in 2006 lectured on
“Benjamin Franklin and the Edinburgh Enlightenment” (at
Benjamin Franklin tercentenary, American Philosophical Society,
Philadelphia)

winters skiing in Park City (Utah). He was a member of the IOC
Medical Commission and was working with the IOC during the
Winter Olympics in 2002.
In December 2002 he skied over an unmarked 10ft drop in the
middle of the piste (the base of a spectator stand that had not
been cleared or marked) and sustained a C4/5 spinal cord lesion,
luckily incomplete. After 6 weeks in hospital in Salt Lake City he
returned to the UK and another six weeks in-patient rehab,
returning home on Good Friday able to walk short distances with
elbow crutches and eat with a knife and fork.
He writes: “Of course our lives changed and it has taken a while
to settle down. I don't drive and require assistance in several things
and cannot live independently. Luckily my brain is intact and my
hands quite functional and I have been able to pursue my
research and write and review papers as usual. We live on a large
rural estate and I have Lara (a Labradoodle and an ex-assistance
dog from Canine Partners) who I 'walk' daily on my electric 'off
road' Tramper and my wife Sue ( a retired 'Nightingale' nurse from
St Thomas') who has been a wonderful companion and source of
support for 35 years. Life is still pretty good but different.
“Although I no longer work with the IOC our research is funded
by WADA (World AntiDoping Association) and as an expert on
growth hormone receive considerable media attention particularly
at the times of the Olympic Games. The research continues to
attract funds and we hope to have a new test from growth
hormone abuse up and running for the Olympic Games in
London in 2012.
“My work in Boston as a Harkness Fellow was with growth
hormone and it remains my major scientific interest 40 years later.
There can be no doubt that my time as a Harkness Fellow shaped
my academic career and gave me a lasting love for the USA.”

Brian Deverall (HF 1960-62) is now Emeritus Professor at the
University of Sydney, where he interacts with research students and
postdoctoral fellows in Plant Pathology. He has been closely
involved with the work of the International Society for Plant
Pathology (ISPP) for 20 years, and gave a paper at the first
International Congress of the society in London in 1968. Many of
the links for his continued involvement followed from that first
period in the USA as Fellow. He resumed the editorship of the
Newsletter of that society in 2007, as may be seen at
http://www.isppweb.org/newsletter.asp. He went to Turin, Italy, for
the International Congress of Plant Pathology in August 2008,
where he participated in Executive Meetings and the Council of ISPP.
Dr Stephen Potter (HF 1973-75, Yale). He has completed his
term as Chairman of the R&D Society in London and has moved
to Switzerland at the following address:
Route de Champ-Fleuri 9
CH-1823, Glion
Switzerland

Fax:
+41 21 961 26 68
Mobile: +41 70 211 36 13
Skype: stephenpotter8228

Sarah Nathan (1977-79) She left the Ofcom board at the end
of her term in December 2007. She is still a Judicial Appointments
Commissioner and chair of the Animal Procedures Committee
and a lay visitor to medical schools for the GMC, and also works
as a consultant editorial adviser to the BBC Trust. She was
awarded an OBE in summer 2008 for services to broadcasting
and communications as chair of Ofcom's Fairness Committee –
“so I am officially fair which is nice.” Her husband Malcolm Singer
(HF 1980-8)] is writing an opera for the 50th anniversary of the
Finchley Childrens Music Group. Last year he conducted Israel's
New Haifa Symphony Orchestra in his own cantata.

stephen_potter@btinternet.com
Since 2004 he has been spending most of his time helping
Intellectual Ventures - see www.intven.com , a novel "Intellectual
Capital" organisation - acquire patents in software and
telecommunications from a wide variety of companies, universities
and individual inventors. He is an active member of a number of
organisations involved in licensing and the transfer of technology.
His wife, Dr Kerstin Potter, has recently completed an advanced
course in coaching at the Haute Ecole Commerciale in Paris and
is working with a number of organisations and individuals on a
global basis.

Two recent Fellows were the subjects of extended profiles in the
“Society” section of the [London] Guardian in early 2008.
Simon Duffy was interviewed under the heading “The man

Peter Sonksen (HF 1967-69). He retired from his post as head
of endocrinology at St Thomas' Hospital and King's College
London at the end of September 2001. He planned to continue
his research into methods of detecting growth hormone abuse in
sport but to move it to Southampton University Medical School.
He also planned to sail and play golf all summer and to spend the
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whose ideas are shaking up social care tells…how the current
system makes service users powerless, and why he aims to help
them ‘escape’ from institutions that are all about ‘destroying
humanity’ .” Simon ‘s ideas are expressed in Self Directed Support
(SDS), a system aimed at freeing users of some social services –
initially those for people with learning difficulties - from being
simply passive consumers of care planned for them elsewhere by
professionals. Simon told The Guardian that the care system
creates powerlessness, starting as it does with the providers’
assumption that they are in control. Under SDS, by contrast,
service users will be given their own budgets and help in making
their own decisions about their lives. Simon is the chief executive
of In Control, a company which supplies SDS to local authorities
– some two-thirds of those in England so far. Official recognition
of the potential of Simon’s alternative approach was reflected in
the fact that his RSA medal (see Awards below) was presented to
him by the Minister for Social Care. For full story see Society
Guardian, 30 January 2008.

Peter Mason (HF 1992-93) was summarised as belieiving that
“[Prison] inmates have a right to good healthcare. Involving exoffenders, fining mental health trusts and rewarding GPs could be
the answer…” Peter is a trained NHS psychiatric nurse and an
academic and during his fellowship worked in American jails,
including the notorious Rikers Island. His experience there
reinforced his belief that much more could be done for inmates
suffering from physical and, especially, mental health problems,
found at very high levels in British prisons and among those
discharged from prison. He founded and now runs a non-profit
organisation, Secure Health Care, which last year won a contract
to provide NHS care for Wandsworth prison in London. SHC
undertakes to provide prisoners with a level of care equivalent to
that provided in the community, and care that is evidence-based.
It hopes to develop more and better mental health services to deal
with the mental problems inevitably encouraged by the prison
environment. For full story see Society Guardian, 27 February 2008.

Fellows News
Ben Macintyre (HF 1987-89): his most recent book, Agent
Zig Zag, was shortlisted for the biography section of the
2008 Costa (formerly Whitbread) Book Awards.

Publications etc
Christine Bell (HF 1989-90): her book On the Law of
Peace: Peace Agreements and the Lex Pacificatoria was
published in September 2008 (Oxford University Press). This
book provides legal analysis of the constitutional structures
and conflict resolution attempts of peace agreements. There
have been over 650 peace agreements signed in around 85
jurisdictions since 1990. The book examines the ways in
which law operates to enforce peace agreements, and the
ways in which negotiated settlements are reshaping the key
doctrines and assumptions of international law and
constitutional law, and the relationship between the two.

Julia Neuberger (HF 1991-92): her book Not Dead Yet:
a Manifesto for Old Age was published by Harper Collins in
May 2008.
David Walker (HF 1977-79) published, jointly with Polly
Toynbee, Unjust Rewards in August 2008
William Wilson (HF 1996-97) has published a new book
with his father and brother on William Robert GROVE – The
Lawyer Who Invented the Fuel Cell (Metolius, 2007), which
they launched at the Grove Fuel Cell Symposium in London.
Grove (1811-96) left Oxford with a pass degree in classics,
but went on to become a leading scientist and inventor of the
fuel cell, then became the country’s leading patent lawyer
and a High Court judge. William has co-founded the
environmental policy consultancy Cambrensis Ltd, and is
also working as a Barrister for the environmental law
practice at Burges Salmon LLP in Bristol. His wife Juliette
helped to run a summer camp for Children of Chernobyl in
2007, and is undertaking a photography assignment to the
palaces of Rajasthan this autumn.

Harrison Birtwhistle (HF 1966-68): his new opera, The
Minotaur, had its premiere at London’s Covent Garden in
April 2008.
Margaret Boden (HF 1962-64): her latest book is now
out in paperback: Mind as Machine: a History of
Cognitive Science (Oxford University Press, 2 volumes)
Jennifer Clark (HF 1982-83): her book Aborigines and
Activism: Race, Aborgines and the Coming of the Sixties to
Australia was published in 2008 (Perth: University of Western
Australia Press)

Appointments, Awards etc

Nick Cull (HF 1988-1989) has just published The Cold War
and the United States Information Agency: American
Propaganda and Public Diplomacy, 1945-1989.
(Cambridge University Press, 2008). In 2005 he became
professor of Public Diplomacy at the Annenberg School
for Communication, University of Southern California.

John Ashworth (HF 1965-67) was awarded a knighthood
in the 2008 Birthday Honours, for public service.
Robert Cassen (HF 1959-61) was awarded an OBE in the
2008 Birthday Honours, for services to education.
Jennifer Dixon (HF 1990) was appointed Director of the
Nuffield Trust in November 2007. (The Trust, based in
London, is a long-established independent body which aims
to produce analysis and encourage debate about health
policy.)

Sir Howard Davies (HF 1979-80) was chairman of the
judges for the Man Booker Prize 2007. In his remarks at the
prize-giving ceremony he complained about the excessive
respect paid by book-reviewers to established novelists, and
their frequent reluctance to acknowledge new names. This
might be achieved by “more diversity in the sort of people
who review novels.”

Simon Duffy (HF 1994-95) was awarded the Royal Society
of Arts’ Albert Medal for 2007 for his contribution to radical
social change. Previous medallists include Professor Stephen
Hawking, Louis Pasteur and Marie Curie.

David Lodge (HF 1964-65): his latest novel Deaf Sentence
was published in May 2008 by Harvill Secker.
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Lord [William] Goodhart (CFF 1957-58) was elected as
chairman of Justice, the human rights group, in January
2007.

the Royal Geographical Society for his work on urban policy.
Baroness (Pauline) Neville-Jones (HF 1961-63) was
appointed by David Cameron to the Conservative Shadow
Cabinet in July 2007, to advise on security issues.

Timothy Hornsby (HF 1961-63), current chair of the
Harkness Fellows Association) was awarded a CBE in the
2008 New Year Honours, for public service.

Jamie Peck (HF 1995-96) took up the position of Canada
Research Chair in Urban and Regional Political Economy at
the University of British Columbia in the summer of 2008.
Previously, he was professor of geography and sociology at
the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

Lord (Anthony) Lester (HF 1960-62) became in July 2007
an adviser to Justice Secretary Jack Straw on constitutional
reform.
Baroness (Julia) Neuberger became in July 2007 an
adviser to Prime Minister Gordon Brown on the voluntary
sector.

David Walker (HF 1977-79) has been appointed
Managing Director Communications and Public Reporting
for the Audit Commission (UK). He also chairs the
communications and information committee of the
Economic and Social Research Council and is a trustee
of the Nuffield Trust.

Brian Robson (HF 1967-68) was awarded an OBE in the
2008 Birthday Honours for his contributions to urban
regeneration; and (in 2000) the Founder's Gold Medal by

In Memoriam

colleagues), which he did not always seek to conceal. He
was an enthusiastic chairman of the Royal Institute of Public
Administration in the 1980s.

Lord Allen of Abbeydale (CFF 1948-49) died in
November 2007, aged 95. Having joined the Home Office
in 1934, he rose to become its permanent secretary 196672. On his fellowship he studied law enforcement in
Boston, New York, Chicago, San Francisco and Los
Angeles. He served in the offices of the War Cabinet, in the
Ministry of Housing and Local Government and in the
Treasury. He was a member of the Fulton Committee on the
civil service. Philip Allen was the epitome of the classic
permanent official, confident in his professional expertise
and in his understanding of the ethics of government, and
of the proper working relationships between officials and
ministers. One of his obituaries described him as “a wise
man who never…recommended to ministers a course of
action that he had not thought through”. After retiring from
the civil service he was chairman of the National Council
for Social Science 1973-77, of the Gaming Board 1977-85
and of Mencap 1982-88. He became a life peer in 1976
and, as an active and effective member of the House of
Lords, made major contributions in a number of policy
areas.

Professor Susan Hurley (HF 1965-67 ) died in February
2008, aged 70. She had been director of the North
Regional Office, Open University. She had studied plant
biochemistry at the University of Illinois.
Professor Maldwyn Jones (CFF 1951-52 and HF 1959)
died in April 2007, aged 84. He had been one of the select
and important group of Fellows who first succeeded in
making various aspects of “American studies” a subject
area taken seriously in British universities. After naval
service in world war 2 he studied at Oxford and, as a
graduate student, helped Winston Churchill with the US
chapters of his History of the English Speaking Peoples.
Having studied American history at Harvard he contributed
a volume on immigration to the University of Chicago’s
History of American Civilisation; published in 1960 it was,
until recently, seen as the standard work on the subject. His
major work was The Limits of Liberty: American History
1607-1980, published in 1983, the first and still one of the
best single-authored works of its kind. He held a chair at
London University from 1971 to 1988 and lectured
extensively in the USA and elsewhere.

Henry Clyne (HF 1959-610 died in May 2006, aged 76.
A sculptor, he spent his fellowship at the Art Students’
League, New York. He had been head of the sculpture
department at the Winchester School of Art from 1973-86,
and had taught at institutions in various parts of Britain
before that.

Professor Graeme Moodie (CFF 1949-51) died in
August 2007, aged 82. He began his undergraduate
studies at St Andrew’s University aged 15, and
subsequently at Queen’s College Oxford. He studied
politics (American government and society) at Princeton.
After six years as a lecturer in political science at St
Andrew’s and ten at Glasgow, he was appointed a
founding professor and head of the department of politics
at the new York University. He published a number of books
on British political and constitutional topics and,
subsequently, on aspects of the governance of
British universities.

Alan Coren (HF 1961-63) died in October 2007. He first
considered an academic career, and indeed spent his
fellowship working on a doctorate in modern American
literature. But it was also during his fellowship that he
began writing humorous articles which he offered to the
then-prestigious Punch. The result was his appointment
there, on return, as assistant editor. He was subsequently
Punch’s literary, deputy and, from 1978-87, editor. Mark
Damazer (HF 1977-79) said of him that…”he was
consistently, brilliantly funny but…his humour burst with
humanity and warmth… He was fabulously well-read and
there was no subject which was ever beyond his wit.”

John Veale (CFF 1949-51) died in November 2006, aged
84. A composer, he had studied American music at UC
Berkeley and at Peabody College, Nashville. His
compositions included two symphonies. He was also the
film correspondent of the Oxford Mail, 1965-80.

John Delafons CB (HF 1959-60) died in June 2007 aged
76. His career was spent in the Ministry of Housing and
Local Government and its successor the Department of the
Environment; this included a spell as private secretary to the
Minister, Richard Crossman, whose liking and respect for
his young aide was recorded in his published diaries. John
was a man of strong views, on planning issues and other
matters (including the contrary views of ministers and

Francis Winteringham (CFF 1951-52) died in February
2007 aged 89. He was a biochemist with a specific interest
in insects and their control. He studied insect biochemistry
at UC Berkeley 1951. He was head of the biochemistry
department at the Agricultural Research Council Institute
1947-67, and head of the joint FAO/IAEA Chemical
Residues and Pollution Programme, Vienna, 1969-80
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“The Run on the Rock – A Regulator’s View”
In a talk given in March 2008 to a Harkness audience, HF Ian
Hay Davison dealt presciently with some of the issues that have
since arisen in greatly enhanced form.

International in 1991 opened a new chapter in bank failures.
Although it was headquartered in one of the Gulf States and
run by Pakistanis it did a large amount of its business in the UK,
where it served as a retail banker for the Pakistani community.
When it failed there was considerable confusion about which
central banker should take responsibility. The Bank of England
had assumed that the home regulator, whose address turned
out to be somewhat imprecise, had this task. But as it was not
clear who the home regulator was, the responsibilities could
only be settled by a long and very expensive law suit conducted
by the liquidator on behalf of the creditors and depositors.

Introduction
One is asked to do a talk like this many months, even a year or
more ahead. One’s diary is blank and one is very vague about
what subject should be chosen. I was originally listed as talking
about, “The Regulation of Financial Markets in the Age of
Globalisation”, but after that title was chosen a new topic –
Northern Rock - appeared on the horizon. As I was appointed
by the Bank of England as the chairman of the last such case –
National Mortgage Bank - in 1992, I propose to discuss the
recent history of runs on UK banks, with particular emphasis on
the National Mortgage Bank case. I shall then look at Northern
Rock and discuss the regulatory lessons that we can learn from
this unfortunate matter, to show that while there is nothing new
in such cases, what is new is how they are now handled, and to
point up the regulatory defects arising out of changes in
banking supervision made by Mr Brown in 1997, which have I
believe led the Government into its current problems.

So although there had been a large bank failure in this country
it was not that of an English bank, and the Bank of England
could therefore escape some criticism.
National Home Loans
But the BCCI collapse caused considerable collateral damage
to secondary banks in the UK particularly as it happened in the
middle of, and was largely caused by, a cyclical slump in
property values. The phrase negative equity appeared for the
first time in current use in the early 1990’s.

My comments will be given added relevance by the recent
collapse of Bear Stearns.

Following the BCCI failure there was a run on about eight
secondary banks of which National Home Loans (NHL) was by
far the largest. It operated through a licensed bank – National
Mortgage Bank (NMB) - with a book of about £500 million in
loans and deposits. This was about half the size of BCCI. All
were financed through wholesale money markets which
tightened up, just as they have done since last August

Past History
The press reported the Northern Rock case, the run on the
bank, the Government guarantee, the fruitless attempts at a
sale and the ultimate decision to take the Bank on to the
Treasury’s books as if these issues had never been faced
before. George Rae’s Classic text, “The Country Banker”, first
published in 1885, the 7th edition of which came out in 1929,
still contains the rather flippant suggestion that in case of a run
on the bank the manager can slow down withdrawals by
heating the coins in the office stove until further supplies can be
obtained from a nearby branch.

NHL was publicly quoted and its business consisted of making
advances for mortgages, equipment leases, and “business
loans” (which essentially meant mortgages on small
commercial properties). The company also owned a time-share
operation and small loan sharking business in North West
London. The business plan involved making the loans,
packaging them up into securities and selling the resulting
paper to financial institutions, just as so called sup-prime loans
have been marketed recently in the States.

More recently the credit, property and stock market slump of
1972-1974 saw the launching of the “lifeboat”, floated by a
syndicate of clearers to shore up troubled banks, one of which
was rumoured to be National Westminster. The 72 – 74 slump
shows close parallels with today’s economic circumstance – a
property and credit boom accompanied by rising oil prices and
a depreciating dollar. I have no actual knowledge of a Bank of
England guarantee for this particular lifeboat, but there can be
no doubt that the Bank was active in putting the syndicate
together.

In order to carry out this activity NHL set up NMB which actually
made the loans and was refunded by the investors when the
packages of loans had been sold. In the year before its demise
NMB had become the largest commercial lender in the country
– because the clearers had virtually suspended their lending in
the face of the property slump. There was no doubt that NMB’s
lending practices had been extremely profligate.
But there was a fundamental defect on the supply side too.
NMB was financed by short term – typically three month –
deposits from Japanese and German banks and local
authorities. While the Pakistani depositors were seen as
expendable, international banks, dealing in London, could not
be brushed aside if the City’s reputation was not to be
damaged. It was remarkable that this embarrassing
contradiction never came to light in the press.

More recently still the Johnson Matthey group got into trouble
in 1983 and the shares were promptly taken into the ownership
of the Bank. The bullion smelting and gold trading business of
Johnson Matthey, which was inherently profitable, was soon
sold off and the banking half of the business was put into run
off under the direct supervision of the Bank of England for the
next fifteen years or so. In the end the rescue actually made a
profit for the Bank. I remember this case because I was the
Chief Executive of Lloyd’s at the time and Johnson Matthey had
a Lloyd’s insurance broker among its subsidiaries. At Lloyd’s we
had to decide whether the new controller of the broker was “a
fit and proper person” and their broking licence could therefore
be continued.

The Rescue of NMB
In February 1992 NHL was forced to turn to the Bank because
the supply of money market funds was drying up. The Bank
acted promptly – just how promptly I don’t know, but earlier
cases such as Johnson Matthey, Barings and the collapse of the
Hong Kong markets in 1987 were all resolved within a week (
as was apparently was the case with Bear Stearns ). The Bank
publicly announced the formation of a syndicate of 26 clearers
led by Barclays who would provide a facility of £ 500 million to
support a reformatted NHL. NMB would cease lending, the
deposits would be ring-fenced and the loan book run off. A new
board and chairman would be appointed. Although NMB
remained a subsidiary of NHL it was controlled by a board
appointed by the syndicate. I was to be the chairman and I was
allowed to select my own board, drawn from those experienced
in banking and property lending.

So there is nothing new about a run on a bank, and one of the
basic functions of a central banker is to act as the lender of last
resort and to step in when the banking system is threatened. To
do this the central bank needs banking skills, detailed
knowledge of the operation of the banks it supervises and
above all its own balance sheet, so that it can itself lend if
needs be.
BCCI
Because of its size and the international ramifications of its
business the collapse of the Bank of Credit and Commerce
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What was not announced at the time was the fact that the Bank
had appointed the board and guaranteed the syndicate of
clearers, a fact not disclosed to this day. I began a regular
programme of weekly meetings at the Bank.

and on the 13th of September news of its difficulties first leaked
out. We then had the first run on an English Bank since 1866.
The Government offered a Treasury guarantee of deposits and
the run stopped.

The administration of NMB was closely integrated with that of
its larger parent and disentangling it was not easy. Initially,
instead of the Bank buying the NMB shares, we negotiated a
price for the settlement of the inter-company account between
NMB and its parent. The sum was not large, and represented
the sum the Bank paid for the shares in NMB. Management
was found from among the middle ranking employees of the
group, the more senior executives of NMB having been
released: a preliminary audit revealed a likely deficit of £113
million, about 22 % of the book. As deposits fell due they were
settled until the whole of the NMB’s financing came from the
Barclays facility. This was repaid as we slowly unwound the
loans, leases and mortgages.

But it was only in January that the Government announced that
it was taking Northern Rock into public ownership through the
unusual route of a Parliamentary Bill, attempts at selling the
Northern Rock to Lloyds, Richard Branson, Luqman Arnold and
the management having failed.
What was different about this bank failure?
The first was size. The amount of central bank support for
Northern Rock was far larger than in prior cases: not £500
million but as much as £100 billion. Part of this is the sheer
increase in the scale of personal borrowing and incomes over
the last 15 years. The new executive Chairman of Northern
Rock is paid ten times what I was. And part is the great inflation
in property values and therefore in the size of mortgages after
a period of rampant property inflation and very low interest
rates. The NMB case was forecast to cost the Treasury £113
million which was approximately equal to the Bank of
England’s profit for one year at the time. If the outcome of
Northern Rock is a £5 billion loss – which is not unlikely - that
would be 50 times the NMB figure. But the mechanics for
handling the matter are not affected by its size, and the
problem is not unimaginably large, nor does it require different
techniques to handle it.

After eight years, with the book reduced from £500 million to
£30 million, the rump of the business was sold to a Japanese
bank. Long before that the Bank of England had taken the
shares into direct ownership, the balance of the Barclays
syndicate loan had been taken on to the Bank’s books, and the
Chief Cashier had joined our board. Staff numbers dropped
from 250 to about 20 and premises were regularly down-sized.
The expected deficit of £113 million had come out at £63
million. In a sense the efforts of my board and team had
yielded £50 million for the public purse, there were no
telephone number bonuses, and our pay increases were strictly
tied to those of the Bank’s employees.

The second was politics, which will always be present; it was
unfortunate that the run on the Rock was happening just as the
pressure was building on the Prime Minister to decide on an
autumn election. Not surprisingly given the importance of
Northern Rock in the Labour stronghold of the North East; the
number of depositors and employees; and the considerable
charitable contributions made by Northern Rock to Northern
causes, the Government was extremely disinclined to take a
strong line, as they should have done. The temptation to leave
the resolution of the matter to the next Government, as has
been done, must have been very great. But central banking
systems must be robust enough to handle such factors. After all
the racial implications of any comparison between the handling
of BCCI and NMB were potentially extremely damaging to John
Major’s Government.

Lessons of NMB
A number of points should be made about this exercise that are
relevant to Northern Rock.
The first is that the whole exercise was kept quiet despite the fact
that Eddie George, then Deputy Governor of the Bank, spoke
regularly to the Press, who never put two and two together to
see the political problem that lay behind the exercise. As each
step in the unwinding was taken Eddie would point out that
there was nothing new about the NMB case, which in fact lasted
for eight years. The Press abhors ‘old’ news.
Secondly, no one who had been concerned with the damaged
bank when it had been lending was involved in the run-off. I
never met the members of the Bank of England’s supervisory
staff who had allowed NMB to get into the state it had; a totally
fresh team of Bank regulators were put on the case, reporting
directly to Eddie George. Equally, as we ran down NMB we let
people go from the top so that for those that remained there
was always a promotion. Those responsible for the hopeless
lending were let go first. Those who make loans should never
be put in charge of recovering them.

The Lessons
There are three important lessons to be drawn from the
mishandling of the run on the Rock.
First, speed. Usually, if I can coin such a phrase about a run on
a bank, the matter was resolved and a clear way forward
announced within a week. In the recent cases the Barings
matter was decided over a weekend, Johnson Matthey in five
days and the closure of the Hong Kong Stock and Futures
Exchanges in 1987, where I was involved on behalf of the
Bank, was resolved, with heavy Government support, within
seven days. In these circumstances there is no problem about
not keeping the shareholders informed, creating a false market
or offending the takeover code. The announcement is made
promptly. Yet in this case the saga lasted five months and is not
over yet.

Thirdly, NMB was never put into administration. Instead,
stringent restrictions were placed on it as the price of support
from the Bank. This had the effect of ensuring that the
depositors did not suffer, as they would have done had
insolvency law been followed.
NHL was a quoted company, subject to the Take-over Code,
and therefore there had to be an announcement to the market
as soon as the Barclays syndicate was set up. This
announcement led to a dramatic drop in the value of the NHL
shares, but we avoided an improper market by making the
changes quickly. The vital thing is the ability to announce a
convincing solution at the same time as publicly acknowledging
the problem.

Second, the team. Any bank run represents a major failure of
regulation. Those responsible for supervising the offending
bank must be taken off the case at once. Human nature
precludes the taking of an objective view about the financial
affairs of an institution whose activities you have sanctioned for
some time. It is impossible to recognise your own poor
judgment. I have already referred to the line taken on this point
by the Bank of England in the NMB case. I understand that
there were seven individuals at the Financial Services Authority
involved in the Northern Rock matter and that 5 have since
resigned, but only after some months. Equally the Chairman,
CEO and board of Northern Rock, which is a failed bank,
should have resigned at once. Admittedly the Chairman was
replaced quite quickly, but the management remained in place
for some time and continued to take a view that has in the

Northern Rock
In the case of Northern Rock the unfolding was long drawn out:
the shares started to fall in February, in March the market was
warned of the regulatory dangers of securitisation and the
likelihood of a credit crisis starting in the United States. In July
Paul Tucker, a director of the Bank, put out a warning to the City
of trouble ahead in the wholesale money markets. On 9th
August Northern Rock went to the Bank of England for support
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event, and will surely in the future, prove to be far
too optimistic.
Third, the structure. Moving responsibility for determining
interest rates from the Treasury to the Monetary Policy
Committee of the Bank has been hailed as the shrewdest move
of Gordon Brown’s reign as Chancellor. It has given the market
confidence in the objectivity with which interest rates are fixed
and as a result long term rates are perhaps one percentage
point less than they would otherwise be. But at the same time
responsibility for banking supervision was moved away from
the Bank of England to the Financial Services Authority. The task
of supervising banks is an essential part of central banking;
central bankers will have to step in when things go wrong and
the supervisors themselves must have specialist banking
knowledge. The central bank must be in close touch with any
troubled bank and above all, unlike the FSA, the central bank
has a balance sheet so that it is able to step in and channel
support to any bank in trouble. The conditions for doing so
would normally include the cessation of lending, the ring
fencing of retail deposits, the replacement of the management
and board and the appointment of a new management under
the direct supervision of the Bank of England.
At the first whiff of trouble the natural tendency of any institution
is to look to its own, and although the new tripartite structure
allows for full communication between the bodies responsible
in the case of a bank collapse – the FSA, the Bank of England
and the Treasury – there will always be a protective instinct at
play that stops the teams being changed and allows optimism
full play. Clearly in the case of Northern Rock the lack of expert
leadership, or even of any leadership at all, contributed to the
crisis. I agreed with Treasury Select Committee that the proper
course was to reconstitute the Board of Banking Supervision
under the chairmanship of a Deputy Governor of the Bank,
who should, like Eddie George, be a banker, not a retired
Treasury Civil Servant. In a sense we don’t have a central bank
at all at the present.
The Outcome for Northern Rock
What is likely to be the outcome of the Government rescue of
the Northern Rock?
The Chancellor made much of the strength of the security
offered in exchange for the Government’s support. I question
that value. The Northern Rock has a book that is extremely
young - it had grown 50% in the last year. Difficulties with loan
books take a year or two to emerge. And Northern Rock had
been lending 125% of valuation and up to 5 times annual
salary. These were the most generous terms in a very
overheated market. The book is clearly vulnerable to any drop
in property values. With current trends it is almost inevitable
that negative equity will emerge and that not all the
Government’s loans will be repaid. The deficit may not be as
dramatic as that at NMB where 15% or so of the loan book was
written off. But 5% of a much larger advance still leaves
something like £5 billion of loss, which is what I predict. Of
course the precise figure will not emerge until well after the next
election.
The Northern Rock is not yet in run off, and so long as it enjoys
Government subsidy it can afford to continue in business,
however unfair that may be. But the competition authorities will
surely intervene at some point. Any organisation that avails
itself of central bank support would expect to pay a penal rate
of interest. That has not happened, and that is a very unusual
feature of this case.
Conclusion – Securitisation
Banks used to take deposits and lend, holding back a portion
of their deposits to meet calls for liquidity. The affairs of the
bank were clear from their balance sheets which recorded both
deposits and loans, the value of which were subject to regular
audit. The regulator knew where he stood and could impose
tighter liquidity ratios if appropriate and increase capital
requirements – the proportion of loans covered by capital
rather than deposits.

But about twenty years ago came the era of securitisation.
Banks packaged up their loans and labelled them securities.
They then sold the securities to institutions, pension funds, local
authorities and wholesale banks, such as Bear Stearns. The
loans were therefore no longer on the initiating bank’s balance
sheet and there was scope to make more loans and generate
more securities. The banks became brokers or intermediaries
and their earnings were made by means of fees and
commissions rather than on the differential between deposit
rates and lending rates.
A further level of sophistication was introduced when the
securities were parcelled in such a way that the risk was split
from the the principal and the whole package rated by a rating
agency which advised on the validity of the security and
therefore on the likelihood that in time the loan would be
repaid. As we now know the rating agencies don’t seem to have
done a good job in spotting the likely losers.
But the biggest problem is that the balance sheets of the banks
no longer show their full exposure: they may still hold some of
the riskiest paper on their books, whose value is notoriously
difficult to work out; those to whom they have sold the paper
may have recourse to the originator if the security fails and the
bank will then be liable: nobody knows for sure - certainly not
the auditors; and if they don’t know, then the central bankers
don’t know either. The financial world has been overtaken by
the fact that the central bankers are no longer controlling the
exposure of the banks for whom they are responsible. That is
what led us to the collapse of Bear Stearns and the Run on the
Rock.
Ian Hay Davison (CFF 1957-58)

Improving school food
It would be hard not to have seen a media school food story in
the last few years. Since Jamie Oliver woke the nation up to just
how bad school food had become what has happened? It
quickly became obvious that legislating for healthy school
dinners was not the same thing as getting children to eat them.
So the School Food Trust was created to drive forward the
reform agenda. Our work encompasses building the skills of
the school food workforce to prepare food that is as delicious
as it is nutritious; ensuring head teachers and teachers realise
that healthy eating can help unlock a child’s potential and
improve their well-being; persuading local authorities and
Government to properly finance the extra costs; encouraging
the food industry to develop new products for young people;
and motivating children and parents to choose better school
food. Quite an agenda.
Schools need support to meet the new standards (probably the
most demanding in the world), and to make school meals
economically viable and attractive. Do look at our website
which is full of case studies of schools which have been bold
and inventive and have doubled or trebled the take up of
dinners. Children are perfectly happy to eat healthy food. Our
national network of family cookery clubs - Let's Get Cooking is changing attitudes to food.
Is this the nanny state in operation? Maybe, but someone needs
to be caring about the health of this generation of children, and
ultimately of their children. This will ultimately have a significant
impact on our economy. The truth is, we cannot afford to have
a food-ignorant population, whose poor health weighs heavily
on NHS resource, whose school leavers have not been able to
take advantage of their education because their diet has
affected their ability to concentrate and learn, and whose
knowledge of food and cooking skills are so minimal that
they are not equipped to look after themselves or their
future families.
Judy Hargadon (HF 1992-93) was appointed SFT’s first
Chief Executive in April 2006
Do contact me for more information – judy.hargadon@sft.gsi.gov.uk
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